Wire Connectors and Soldering Lugs

HEAVY POWER CO LTD
7 LANE 106 WUKUNG 3RD RD
WUKU DISTRICT
NEW TAIPEI, 248 TAIWAN

Trademark and/or Tradename: “HALO”,

Listed splicing wire connectors, Model(s) PC622, PC623, PC624, PC625, PC626, PC628
Splicing Wire Connector, Model(s) PC2258
Splicing wire connectors, Model(s) CE1, CE1X, CE2, CE2 150°C, CE2 750°C, CE2R, CE2X, CE2X 150°C, CE2X 750°C, CE5, CE5 150°C, CE5 750°C, CE5V, CE5X, CE5X 150°C, CE5X 750°C, CE8, CF2, N1, N2, P1, P1 Black, P11, P11V, P12, P13, P13V, P15, P17, P1R, P2
Splicing Wire Connectors, Model(s) P20
Splicing wire connectors, Model(s) P2R, P3, P3 Black
Splicing Wire Connectors, Model(s) P35
Splicing wire connectors, Model(s) P3R, P3R Black, P4, P4R
Splicing Wire Connectors, Model(s) P55
Splicing wire connectors, Model(s) P6
Splicing Wire Connectors, Model(s) P80
Splicing wire connectors, Model(s) PC153, PC155, PC158, PC252, PC252X, PC253, PC253X, PC254, PC254X, PC255, PC255X, PC258, PC258X, PC301, PC352, PC352X, PC353, PC353X, PC354, PC354X, PC355, PC355X, PC356, PC356X, PC358, PC358X, PC883, U1, U2, U3, U4
Splicing Wire Connectors, Model(s) WC20, WC35, WC55, WC80
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Wire Connectors and Soldering Lugs Certified for Canada

See General Information for Wire Connectors and Soldering Lugs Certified for Canada
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Listed splicing wire connectors, Model(s) PC622, PC623, PC624, PC625, PC626, PC628

Splicing Wire Connector, Model(s) PC2258

Splicing wire connectors, Model(s) CE5V, CF2, N1, N2

Splicing Wire Connectors, Model(s) P20, P35, P55, P80


Splicing Wire Connectors, Model(s) WC20, WC35, WC55, WC80
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